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Abstract-In this paper  we proposed optimal solution for finding single source & shortest path for N vertices.Dijkstra‟s algorithm 

wastes a lot of time and storage space in applications. This paper optimizes this algorithm using the path matrix. This algorithm can 

determine whether a path from source vertex to other vertices is either directly or through more than one intermediate vertex. In other 

words by using path matrix it can test reach ability of source vertex to destination vertex  in a graph. 
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. 

Introduction-The single-source shortest path problem in which we have to find shortest paths from a source vertex v to all other 

vertices in the graph. There is a graph have given as an input which have its edges weighted. It will calculate the shortest weighted 

graph or the path of  less distance. There may be two types of conditions that- 

 Source node and final node is given. 

 Source node is given but  final node is not given. 

There are different types of shortest path algorithm to find the shortest path of directed graph. The most efficient algorithm used to 

find the shortest path between source vertex and destination  vertex is Dijkstra‟s algorithm but this algorithm has increased time 

complexity and space. This paper has proposed optimization of  Dijkstra‟s algorithm to find the Single Source & Shortest path for N 

vertices using Path Matrix 

 

Dijkstra’s Algorithm 
 Dijkstra‟s algorithm finds the shortest path from the source vertex to each other vertex in the graph(G). This algorithm used for 

finding the shortest paths from a single node to a single destination node by stopping the algorithm once the shortest path to the 

destination node has been determined. 

 

In this paper we implement Dijkstra‟s algorithm step by step with the help of example. A weighted simple graph with positive 

weights and graph has vertices V0,V1,….Vn  is given as an input. 

 

          For    i              1 to n 

 

          Label    V0               0           

 

             Label       Vi                 ∞   

 

                S                an empty set 

 

while  destination vertex   ∉   S 

 

begin 
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     u                   a vertex of graph  which is not already in S 

label(u)                minimum 

S           S ∪ {u}  {add u in set S} 

For  all the Vertices V  which is not already in S 

 

do   If  label (u) + w(u ,v) < label(v)   

 

then       label (v)                        label (u)+ w(u,v) 

 

end 

 

{ label of destination vertex is found which is shortest } 

 
Let  us  solve this single source  shortest  path problem using  Dijkstra‟s  Algorithm. According to this  algorithm  the label Source 

vertex is  zero and label of all other vertices are ∞ . 

 

 

 
                                                   Fig.1 

Vertex label                A     B    C   D    E       

                                     0    ∞    ∞   ∞    ∞ 

 

Adjacent of vertex A=B & C 

Dijkstra‟s algorithm gives us the following formula  

dij=  Minimum of {old  label  of  j, old  label  of  i + wij} 

Where d is distance and w is weight. 

dAB = Minimum  of {old  label of  B, old label of  A +wAB } 

=minimum of {∞, o+10} 

= minimum of {0,10 } 

= 10 

 

dAC = Minimum  of {old  label  of  C, old label of  A  +WAC} 

= minimum of {∞,0+3} 
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= minimum of {∞,3} 

  =  3 

Vertex label        

                                   

                                   A    B      C     D    E      

                                   0      10      3   ∞    ∞ 

 

Now lowest label vertex from vertices B ,C,D, E is C.So we have processed the vertex C. 

dCB= Minimum  of {old  label  of  B, old  label of  C+WCB} 

= minimum of {10,3+4} 

= minimum of {10,7} 

 = 7 

dCD= Minimum  of {old  label  of  D, old  label of C +WCD} 

        = minimum of {∞,3+8} 

       = minimum of {∞,11} 

        = 11 

dCE= Minimum  of {old  label  of  E, old  label of C+WCE} 

        = minimum of {∞,3+2} 

         = minimum of {∞,5} 

         = 5 

Vertex label            A     B  C     D   E  

                                0     7    3    11  5     

 

Now old vertex with minimum label among  B,D,E is E. So we further processing with vertex E. 

dED= Minimum  of {old  label  of  D , old  label of  E+WED} 

= minimum of {11,5+9} 

  = minimum of {11,14} 

  = 11 
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Vertex label               A  B   C   D    E   

                                   0   7      3   11  5 

Now old vertex with minimum label among B,D is B. So we have processed the vertex B. 

dBC= Minimum  of {old  label  of C, old  label of  B+WBC} 

    = minimum of {3,7+9} 

      = minimum of {3,16} 

      = 3 

dBD= Minimum  of {old  label  of  D, old  label of  B+WBD} 

     = minimum of {11,7+2} 

     = minimum of {11,9} 

      = 9 

Vertex  label    A     B    C     D   E     

                               0       7    3     9    5      

 

Now we have only vertex D.So we further processing with vertex D. 

dDE= Minimum  of {old  label  of  E, old  label of D+WDE} 

    = minimum of {5,11+7} 

    = minimum of {5,18} 

    = 5  

Vertex label            A     B   C     D   E    

                                0      7    3     9     5 

 

Now Solution Graph is given below-                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                7                         9 

                                                                                                     2 

                                                                     10   1       4                             7 

                                                   0                                           8           9 

                                                                  3                             2                        

                                                                              3            Fig.2         5 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 
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Simplification of Dijkstra’s Algorithm to find single shortest path using Path Matrix 
In this simplification  we compute path matrix  to  finding  single source shortest path  from source vertex to destination vertex. 

This algorithm can determine a path form source vertex to destination vertex. 

 

Path matrix- 

Path matrix of any graph can be computed form  its adjacent matrix A. This computation involves the computations of A1, A2, 

and A3.....An. To compute path matrix we performed union operation. 

 

Input- A weighted simple graph with all positive weights. 

 

Output- A shortest path from source vertex to destination vertex. 

 

Let‟s find  shortest path (single source ) by computing path matrix in few steps- 

Step 1- Let  initialize the value of  Source Vertex is 0 and all other  Vertices value are  ∞ and  put this  values in path matrix. 

V0             0 

 

Vi             ∞ 
 

Step 2-Put the distance value  of adjacent vertices of  source vertex  as a weighted value of adjacent vertices in path matrix. 

      Step 3- To continue with a vertex which has lowest weight and find adjacent vertices of  this lowest weighted vertex. Add this 

lowest weight with adjacent vertices distance from lowest weighted vertex. Placed this value as temporary weight of adjacent vertices. 

If adjacent vertex has already weight then we compare this weight with new temporary weight which weight is lowest placed at 

adjacent vertex as a new temporary weight of vertex. 

If  label (u) + w(u ,v) < label(v) 

   

                                                                then   label (v)            label (u)+ w(u,v) 

    

 
 

 

 

Step 4- Repeat Step 3 until all vertices are included and  get the shortest path from source vertex to destination vertex as a 

solution. 

Let start to  implement this few steps to find single  source shortest path by creating path matrix for a graph which is given below- 

Problem is to find single source shortest path from source vertex A to destination vertex D. 

 

      \                                                                                   2 

                                                                     10                           8               7  

                                                                      3     1      4                      9 

                                                                                               2 

                                                                                            Fig.3 

 

 

                      Path matrix is-   

D B 

A 

C E 
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A B C D E Visited Vertices 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

∞ 

 

10 

 

7 

 

 

 

7              

 

∞ 

 

 

 

3 

 

3 

 

7 

 

 

∞ 

 

∞               

 

11 

 

11 

       

 

 

∞ 

 

∞ 

 

           

 

5 

 

      5 

 

A 

 

A,C 

 

A,C,E 

 

A,C,E,B 

 

A,C,E,B,D 

Solution – The single source shortest path from source vertex A to destination vertex is 9. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we simplified Dijkstra‟s algorithm by using path matrix to find shortest path from source vertex to destination 

vertex. Path matrix reduces Iterations of  Dijkstra‟s algorithm. Path matrix is a matrix which contains distance value from source 

vertex to other vertex. This simplification also can increase performance to find single source shortest path with few steps. Simplified 

dijkstra‟s algorithm reduces time complexity because traditional version of  dijkstra‟s algorithm is more time taking. 
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